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Work will go on at one Novi factory because the auto supplier found the right buyer -- but it is the 

exception to the rule. 

The plant, which employs 250 people who make welded steel parts and brackets, faced months of 

uncertainty after its owner, German steelmaker Voestalpine AG, decided to cut its exposure to the U.S. 

auto industry and sell the 200,000-square-foot factory. 

Enter the Caparo Group, a London-based conglomerate looking to grow its North American business, 

which bought the factory in October and has hopes to add jobs. 

"They need us for a starting point. Hopefully we can grow with them," said Colin Scott, president of 

Caparo Vehicle Components. 

Many suppliers are on a similar quest to find new owners, but most will not be as fortunate. 

About half of the estimated 5,200 suppliers in the United States are expected to disappear over the next 

five years, according to Plante Moran PLLC, which helped arrange the Caparo sale. About one-third will 

likely find new buyers, and the rest will go out of business. 

Declining U.S. vehicle sales, rising material and energy prices, and more recently the threat of a 

recession are driving the contraction, which is hitting small-to-midsize private companies in a Darwinian 

fashion, said Craig Fitzgerald, partner at Southfield-based accounting and consulting firm Plante Moran. 

"The strong are getting stronger and the weak are liquidating," he said. 

It wasn't easy for Voestalpine to find a buyer that wanted to keep the plant operating. 



Paul Flanagan, who worked on the deal as part of Plante Moran's corporate finance subsidiary, said 

there were many companies that wanted the contracts associated with the factory -- but not the plant 

itself. 

"Their initial approach was to close the operation in Novi and consolidate it elsewhere," Flanagan said. 

"As long as we could get the economics in the same spot, our strong preference was to find somebody 

like a Caparo." 

The automotive supply sector has been a buyer's market, filled with bargains for private equity firms. 

Now, the weakening dollar is an incentive for European, Middle Eastern and Asian companies to invest, 

said Mike Burwell, U.S. transaction services leader at PricewaterhouseCoopers. 

But even with new buyers in the market, it can be tough to find new ownership, said Tom Gordy, 

managing director of CM&D Capital Advisors, an arm of Birmingham-based Conway MacKenzie & 

Dunleavy. 

"Often the difference between a successful sale and a liquidation is razor thin," he said.  

The end came swiftly for Troy Design. The company was in the middle of a turnaround plan when its 

biggest customer, Delphi Corp., filed for bankruptcy. 

Three days later the automotive staffing firm -- with half of its headcount placed at Delphi -- lost a $2-

million loan, said Marc Boeckl, former CEO of Troy Design. 

The company, founded by Boeckl's father-in-law 30 years ago, expected payment and future business 

from Delphi. But Troy Design was still digging out of debt and its lender wanted out of the auto industry. 

Boeckl went to 27 other lenders during the next six months. "Nobody wanted to touch it because of 

Delphi," Boeckl said. 

Instead of looking for a buyer to keep the company running, Boeckl sought a competitor to take over its 

contracts. Troy Design went out of business last year in June, 10 months after Delphi filed for Chapter 

11. 

"You can't be in a weak financial condition when things turn sour," said Boeckl, who credits his 

consultant Jim McTevia for helping Troy Design wind down without disrupting customers and finding a 

firm that would employ most of Troy Design's administrative staff. Boeckl suggests that others that are 

falling into trouble hire help. 

McTevia said he has seen more companies seek to wind down their companies in the last 12 months 

than he has during the last decade. 

Suppliers, he said, "are in grave danger now. Unless the consumer can invigorate the automotive 

industry -- which I don't think they can for the next two years -- you're going to see a lot of suppliers fall 

by the wayside." 


